We study the computational complexity of several problems connected with finding a maximal distance-k matching of minimum cardinality or minimum weight in a given graph. We introduce the class of k-equimatchable graphs which is an edge analogue of k-equipackable graphs. We prove that the recognition of k-equimatchable graphs is co-NP-complete for any fixed k ≥ 2. We provide a simple characterization for the class of strongly chordal graphs with equal k-packing and k-domination numbers. We also prove that for any fixed integer ℓ ≥ 1 the problem of finding a minimum weight maximal distance-2ℓ matching in chordal graphs cannot be approximated in polynomial time within a factor of δ ln |V (G)| unless P = NP, where δ is a fixed constant. Finally, we show the NP-hardness of the minimum maximal induced matching problem in large-girth planar graphs.
Introduction
In this paper we consider finite undirected graphs without loops and multiple edges. Let G be a graph with the vertex set V (G) and the edge set E(G). By L(G) we denote the line graph of G, and by G k we denote the k-th power of G. Let X be a subset of vertices of G. By G(X) we denote the subgraph of G induced by X. The distance between a vertex v ∈ V (G) and an edge e ∈ E(G) in a graph G is the length of a shortest path between v and any end vertex of e, i.e. dist G (v, e) = min{dist G (v, u), dist G (v, w)} for e = uw. The distance between two edges e 1 , e 2 ∈ E(G) is the minimum of the distances between e 1 and any end vertex of e 2 , i.e. dist G (e 1 , e 2 ) = min u∈e 1 ,v∈e 2 {dist G (u, v)}. By EN t G (X) we denote the set of all edges in G at a distance less than t from some vertex in X. In particular, EN 1 G ({v}) is the set of all the edges incident to the vertex v. A set P of vertices in a graph is called a k-packing [20] (or a k-independent set) if the distance between any two distinct vertices in this set is larger than k. The maximum size of a k-packing in a graph G is called the k-packing number of G and is denoted
The duality between different independence-related parameters is also widely studied in the literature. Note that a graph is k-equipackable if and only if the size of its maximum k-packing is equal to the size of its minimum maximal k-packing. The most widely studied class is the class of 1-equipackable graphs, known as well-covered graphs [23] . The recognition of such graphs is a co-NP-complete problem [6] , even in the class of K 1,4 -free graphs [4] . The recognition of k-equipackable graphs is also co-NP-complete for arbitrary fixed k [10] .
The edge analogue of k-equipackable graphs is the class of k-equimatchable graphs. Clearly, a graph is k-equimatchable if and only if the size of its maximum distance-k matching is equal to the size of its minimum maximal distance-k matching. For the case of k = 1, this class was introduced in [17] along with an implicit characterization which leads to a polynomial time recognition algorithm. See [24] for a survey of further related results. In [1] it is proved that the recognition of 2-equimatchable graphs is a co-NPcomplete problem.
Another important field of study is the duality between independence and domination parameters. In [20] it is proved that the k-packing and 2k-domination numbers equal for every tree. In [26] the same equality is proved for block graphs, and in [5] this result is extended to the class of strongly chordal (also known as sun-free chordal [9] ) graphs, which includes powers of interval graphs and powers of block graphs. The trees with equal k-packing and k-domination numbers are characterized in [26] . The graphs with equal k-packing and 2k-packing numbers are characterized in [15] . This paper is dedicated to an investigation of the complexity of various problems regarding minimum maximal distance-k matchings for k ≥ 2. In Section 2 we show that it is co-NP-complete to decide whether a graph is k-equimatchable for any fixed k ≥ 2. We also prove that for a fixed k ≥ 2, the problem of finding a minimum maximal distance-k matching is NP-hard. In Section 3 we show that the class of strongly chordal graphs with equal k-packing and k-domination numbers has a simple polynomial time characterization and show the connection of this result to the problem of characterizing k-equipackable graphs. In Section 4 we prove polynomial time inapproximability within a factor of O(ln |V (G)|) for the problem of finding a minimum weight maximal distance-k matching in a given chordal graph G (unless P = NP). In Section 5 we show that the problem of finding a minimum maximal distance-2 matching is NP-hard for planar graphs G of girth bounded from below by O(|V (G)| 
Recognition of k-equimatchable graphs
In this section we prove that the recognition of k-equimatchable graphs is a co-NPcomplete problem for any fixed k ≥ 2 by constructing a polynomial time reduction from an NP-hard 3SAT problem [13] .
Consider the following polynomial time algorithm SAT-to-Graph k that constructs a graph G k given an integer number k ≥ 2 and a multiset of clauses C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c m }, m > 1, over a set of boolean variables X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, n > 1. We shall assume that no clause contains a variable and its negation at the same time.
For every clause c i ∈ C, add a vertex c ′ i to V (G k ). Let these vertices induce a clique C ′ in G k by adding the corresponding edges. Proceed depending on whether k is even or odd.
Case 1: k = 2ℓ for some integer ℓ ≥ 1. For every variable x i , add a set of new vertices
. . , x i 1 ) induce a simple path for every i by adding the corresponding edges.
Case 2: k = 2ℓ + 1 for some integer ℓ ≥ 1. For every variable x i , add a set of new
, where
. . , x i 1 ) induce a simple path for every i by adding the corresponding edges. Add the edges
Besides that, in both cases, for every occurrence of the literal x i (respectively, x i ) in the clause c j , add a simple ( It is easy to see that the algorithm SAT-to-Graph k runs in polynomial time. Below we investigate the properties of the graph G k constructed by this algorithm. For an even k, denote by V i the union of the sets X i , X i . For an odd k, denote by V i the union of the sets X i , X i , {a i , b i }.
Claim 1.
For every integer number k ≥ 2, the cardinality of any maximal distance-k matching in G k is equal to n or n + 1, where n = |X| is the number of variables in X.
Proof. The edge set EN ℓ G k (C ′ ) induces a graph with the diameter 2ℓ + 1, and thus this set cannot have more than one edge from the set M . For each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the diameter of the graph induced by V i is equal to k + 1, so this subgraph cannot have more than one edge from M . This covers all the edges of G k , hence |M | ≤ n + 1.
On the other hand, if for some i the edge set EN ℓ G k (V i ) does not contain an edge from M , we can add to M the edge a i b i for an odd k or the edge x i ℓ+1 x i ℓ+1 for an even k, and M will still be a distance-k matching. Hence, |M | ≥ n.
Next, let M be a maximal distance-k matching in G k so that |M | = n. We shall prove that each edge of M belongs to the graph G k (V i ) for some i. Assume the contrary, i.e. there is such an i that G k (V i ) does not contain edges from M . M contains no more than one edge from the set EN ℓ G k (C ′ ). Let e be such an edge. Recall that each set EN ℓ G k (V i ) contains at least one edge from M , so both ends of e cannot belong to C ′ provided |M | = n, and therefore e ∈ EN ℓ G k (V i ). Assume without loss of generality that x i 1 is closer to e than x i 1 and denote the distance from e to
Recall that no clause contains both a variable and its negation, so M ∪ {e ′ } is a distance-k matching. This contradicts the maximality of M .
Claim 2. There is a distance-k matching of size
Proof. For an even k, the edge set {x i ℓ+1 x i ℓ+1 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c 1 c 2 } satisfies the condition. For an odd k, the edge set {a i b i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {c 1 c 2 } satisfies the condition. Proof. For an even k, for each i such that x i = 1 in φ, add the edge
For each i such that x i = 0 in φ, add the edge x i 2 x ′i 2 to M . In both cases, if the clause c j is satisfied, then all the edges in the set EN ℓ G k ({c ′ j }) are at a distance less than k from some edge in M . Besides that, for every i, any edge in the set E(G k (V i )) is at a distance less than k from some edge in M . It is also easy to see that M is a distance-k matching. Thus, M is a maximal distance-k matching. Proof. By Claim 1, all the edges from M are in ∪ i E(G k (V i )). For each i, if there is an edge in M with both ends in X i (for an even k) or in X i ∪ {a i } (for an odd k), assign x i = 1 in φ. For each i, if there is an edge in M with both ends in X i (for an even k) or in X i ∪ {a i } (for an odd k), assign x i = 0 in φ. This assignment is consistent, because E(G k (V i )) contains at most one edge of M for each i. Assign arbitrary values to all the remaining variables.
By the construction of φ, if a clause c i is not satisfied by the constructed assignment, then there are no edges in M at a distance less than k from c ′ j . If some distinct clauses c p and c q are not satisfied by φ, then the vertices c ′ p and c ′ q are at a distance at least k from any edge in M . Hence, M ∪ {c ′ p c ′ q } is a distance-k matching, which contradicts the maximality of M . We obtain that φ does not satisfy at most one clause in C. Theorem 1. Recognition of k-equimatchable graphs is co-NP-complete for any fixed k ≥ 2.
Proof. It is obvious that this problem is in co-NP. To show that it is NP-hard we use the SAT-to-Graph k reduction from the 3SAT problem.
Given the set of variables X, the multiset of clauses C and an integer number k ≥ 2, we construct a graph G k by the algorithm SAT-to-Graph k . Assume that either all the clauses in C can be satisfied by some assignment φ, or for any assignment φ at least two clauses in C are unsatisfied. Then by Claims 1, 2, 3, and 4, G is not k-equimatchable if and only if C is satisfiable.
It remains to show that we can safely assume that there exists no assignment φ satisfying exactly one clause. Indeed, note that 3SAT is still NP-complete when each clause in C appears at least twice, since doubling each clause does not affect satisfiability. In this case, each assignment not satisfying at least one clause does not satisfy at least two clauses. Proof. Consider the graph G k constructed in the proof of Theorem 1. By Claim 1, G k is not k-equimatchable if and only if G k has a maximal distance-k matching of size less or equal to n. By Theorem 2 checking if G k is not k-equimatchable is an NP-complete problem, thus checking whether G k has a maximal distance-k matching of size less or equal to n is also an NP-complete problem.
Corollary 2. The problem of finding a minimum k-independent dominating set in line graphs is NP-hard for every fixed k ≥ 2.
Subclasses of k-equipackable graphs
Let k be a positive integer and R k be the class of such graphs
induces a complete subgraph of G. A simplicial clique in G is an inclusion-maximal clique in G containing a simplicial vertex of G. Let S(G) = {the set of simplicial vertices of C | C is a simplicial clique of G}.
Then a transversal of S(G) is by definition a set of simplicial vertices that has exactly one common vertex with every simplicial clique of G.
In [15] the following simple characterization of the class R 1 is obtained: (ii) for every transversal P of S(G), the sets
Actually, this characterization of class R 1 is slightly superflous in the following sense:
Proposition 1. In the statement of Theorem 3, condition (ii) implies condition (i).
This is a direct consequence of the following theorem 1 :
and only if the simplicial cliques of G form a partition of V (G).
Proof. First assume that the simplicial cliques, say Q 1 , . . . , Q t , of G form a partition of V (G). For every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let q i ∈ Q i be a simplicial vertex in G. Clearly, any independent set in G contains at most one vertex of each clique in G. Thus α(G) ≤ t.
Since for all i = j, Q i ∩ Q j = ∅, the distance between q i and q j is at least 3, and therefore {q 1 , . . . , q t } is an independent set in G 2 . Thus,
] is a clique in G, since otherwise α(G 2 ) < α(G) holds (replacing the vertex x i in I with its two inadjacent neighbours would yield a larger independent set in G). Thus, x i is a simplicial vertex and Q i = N [x i ] is a simplicial clique in G. Clearly, for all i = j, Q i ∩ Q j = ∅ since I is an independent set in G 2 . If there would be a vertex y / ∈ Q 1 ∪ . . . ∪ Q s , then again α(G 2 ) < α(G), which is a contradiction. Hence Q 1 ∪ . . . ∪ Q s = V (G). Assume that Q is a simplicial clique of G; let q ∈ Q be a simplicial vertex in G. Since Q 1 ∪ . . . ∪ Q s = V (G), there is an i with q ∈ Q i . Now, since q is simplicial, we have Q ⊆ Q i , and since Q and Q i are inclusion-maximal, we have Q = Q i . Thus, the simplicial cliques of G form a partition of V (G) which proves the theorem.
As k-independent and 2k-independent sets in G correspond to 1-independent and 2-independent sets in G k , a graph G belongs to R k if and only if G k ∈ R 1 . This leads to the following structural description of the graphs in R k .
Corollary 3. G is a graph with ρ k (G) = ρ 2k (G) if and only if there exists a partition
2) V i contains a vertex v i such that for each edge vu ∈ E(G), v ∈ V i , u ∈ V i , the distance between v i and v equals k for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Corollary 4. Every graph in
Proof. We start by proving the claim for k = 1. We know that for every G ∈ R 1 , the set of simplicial cliques partitions V (G). Every maximum independent set of G is bounded in cardinality by the number t of simplicial cliques both from above (because every clique can contain no more than one vertex of an independent set) and from below (because if there exists a simplicial clique containing no vertices of an independent set, the simplicial vertex from the clique could extend the independent set). Now, if G ∈ R k for k > 1, the claim of the theorem is implied by G k ∈ R 1 and thus by the 1-equipackability (well-coveredness) of G k .
Applying the structural characterization of Corollary 3 to line graphs, one can obtain a characterization of graphs with equal maximum distance-k and distance-2k matching sizes given in [15] . Corollary 4 implies that such graphs constitute a subclass of k-equimatchable graphs.
Corollary 5. Every graph with equal maximum distance-k and distance-2k matching sizes is k-equimatchable.
A sun is a chordal graph G = (V, E) such that V can be partitioned into two sets X = {x i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and Y = {y i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} so that 1) X is an independent set in G,
A chordal graph is called sun-free chordal [5] if it does not contain any sun as an induced subgraph. This is actually one of the characterizations of strongly chordal graphs [9] .
In [5] it has been proved that for every sun-free chordal graph G the equality γ k (G) = ρ 2k (G) holds. Thus, we obtain the following simple characterization of strongly chordal graphs with equal k-domination and k-packing numbers. According to Corollary 3, their structure is analogous to the structure of the trees with equal k-domination and k-packing numbers obtained in [26] and, more generally, to the structure of block graphs with the same property obtained in [14] .
Theorem 5. The following statements are equivalent for a strongly chordal graph
Consider that for any graph G, both statements independently imply that G is kequipackable. The equality
It is notable that in the class of strongly chordal graphs, the sets of k-equipackable graphs defined by these two conditions coincide. It is an open question whether there are any other k-equipackable strongly chordal graphs, or whether this coincidence may be extended to a larger class of graphs.
Weighted minimum maximal distance-k matchings in chordal graphs
The Weighted Minimum Maximal Distance-k Matching problem (which we shall refer to as k-WMMM) is the problem to find the minimum weight maximal distance-k matching in a given graph G with a weight function w : E(G) → Q + defined on its edges, where Q + is the set of positive rational numbers. The Set Cover problem is to find for the given universal set X and a collection S of its subsets a minimum number of sets from S that cover X [13] . A family C ⊆ S of sets is said to cover X if each element of X is contained in at least one set of C.
The next theorem shows the reduction of the Set Cover problem to the 2ℓ-WMMM problem in chordal graphs. Proof. Consider the following reduction of the problem Set Cover to 2ℓ-WMMM.
Given a sufficiently large universal set X (such that both |X| ≥ 5ℓ + 2 and c(ln |X| − 1) ≥ 1) and a collection S = {S i } of its subsets, where |S| ≤ |X| d , construct the graph G = (V, E) as follows. Take V = X ∪ ∪ 5ℓ+1 j=1 R j , where R j = {v i,j : 1 ≤ i ≤ |S|}, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5ℓ + 1, since the vertex set (X and all the R j are pairwise disjoint). The edge set of G is defined by Figure 2 ). It is easy to see that G has no induced cycles of length 4 or more, thus G is chordal.
As |S| ≤ |X| d and |X| ≥ 5ℓ + 2, we have
Let p be the maximal integer number less than ln |V |. We have cp ≥ c(ln |X| − 1) ≥ 1. Take α = cp|S| ≥ |S| and assign a weight of 2α 2 + 1 to all the edges connecting different vertices in X, all the edges connecting a vertex from X with a vertex from R 1 , and all the edges connecting a vertex from R j with a vertex from R j+1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ − 1 (if ℓ ≥ 2). Assign a weight of α to all the edges connecting a vertex from R j with a vertex from R j+1 for ℓ ≤ j ≤ 3ℓ − 1. Assign a weight of ε = 1 2α to all the remaining edges. Denote the weight function thus defined by ω.
Let M A be a distance-2ℓ matching in G found by the algorithm 2ℓ-WMMM-Approx and M * be a minimum weight maximal distance-2ℓ matching in G.
No edge of weight 2α 2 + 1 can occur in M * , because the set
is a maximal distance-2ℓ matching of weight w 0 = (α + ε)|S| ≥ ω(M * ) and w 0 < 2α 2 + 1.
Neither can such an edge occur in M A , because otherwise we would have
Consider an arbitrary maximal distance-2ℓ matching M with no edges of weight
Let D M denote the set of such indices i that each path L i contains exactly two edges from M . Then ω(M ) = α|D M | + ε|S|. We shall prove that the collection of sets S M = {S j | j ∈ D M } is a cover of the set X.
Assume the contrary. Let x t be an element that is not contained in any set from S M . Then for every i such that x t ∈ S i , L i contains only one edge, and it is exactly v i,3ℓ v i,3ℓ+1 . Therefore M ∪ {x t v i,1 } is a distance-2ℓ matching, contradicting the maximality of M .
On the other hand, if D * is the set of such indices i that {S i } is a minimum set cover of X, then the set
is a distance-2ℓ matching having the weight α|D * | + ε|S|. Thus, ω(M * ) = α|D * | + ε|S|. Then
This provides |D M A | ≤ c(d+1) ln |X|·|D * | and yields D M A as a c(d+1) ln |X|-approximation for the instance of the Set Cover problem.
In [7] it is shown that for every 0 < γ < 1 the Set Cover problem cannot be approximated in polynomial time within a factor of c ln n unless P = NP, where c = 1 − γ and n is the cardinality of the universal set X. The instances of the Set Cover problem used in the proof of this result have no more than n O(1/γ) subsets in S. Fixing γ, we may thus assume that |S| ≤ n d for some fixed d. Combined with Theorem 6, for δ = c(d + 1), it implies that Corollary 6. For a fixed constant δ, there exists no polynomial time δ ln |V (G)|-approximation algorithm for the problem 2ℓ-WMMM unless P = NP.
Note that as we use only 3 different edge weights in the construction of the proof of Theorem 6, the same result holds for the 2ℓ-WMMM problem with integer polynomially bounded edge weights. To obtain this, it is sufficient to multiply all the weights in the proof by 2α.
Minimum maximal induced matchings in large-girth planar graphs
Now we proceed to some hardness results for Minimum Maximal Distance-2 Matching (which is also known under the name of Minimum Maximal Induced Matching), the problem of finding a maximal distance-2 matching of minimum cardinality in a given graph. We consider the following supplementary transformation T (G) applied to an arbitrary graph G: Figure 3 ). Let σ(G) denote the cardinality of a minimum maximal induced matching in G. Recall that α(G) = ρ 1 (G) is the cardinality of a maximum independent set in G.
Proof. Let us prove that σ(T (G)) ≤ 2n − α(G). Given a maximum independent set I in G, build a maximal induced matching M in T (G) as follows:
As |M | = Let us now prove that α(G) ≥ 2n − σ(T (G)). Consider a minimum maximal induced matching M in T (G). Note that if for some vertex v ∈ V (G) the set M contains any of the edges d v i e v i (for some i), va v or uv for some v ∈ V (G), then by maximality it must also contain all the edges d v j e v j , 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n + 1. But then σ(T (G)) = |M | ≥ 2n + 1, which contradicts the inequality proven before.
Therefore, for every vertex v ∈ V (G), M contains either a single edge vc v or two edges a v b v and c v d v i for some i. The vertices of the first type induce an independent set in G, because M is an induced matching. Thus, α(G) + |M | ≥ 2n, and further α(G) ≥ 2n − |M | = 2n − σ(T (G)), as required.
To proceed, we need the following well-known result.
Theorem 7 (Murphy [21] ). For arbitrary fixed constants c > 0 and 0 ≤ r < 1, the Maximum Independent Set problem is NP-hard when restricted to planar graphs G containing no cycles of length less than cn r , where n = |V (G)|. Proof. We shall build a polynomial time reduction from the Maximum Independent Set problem subject to the restrictions of Theorem 7. Let a > 0 and 0 ≤ d < Given a planar graph G with girth at least cn r , where n = |V (G)|, we can clearly build H = T (G) in polynomial time. Observe that H is also planar, has no new cycles and N = |V (H)| = (3 + 2(n + 1))n = 2n 2 + 5n. Then, for a sufficiently large n, 2n 3 > N . Every cycle of G (and therefore of H) has length at least cn r = a(2n 3 ) d > aN d . By Lemma 1, an independent set of size at least s exists in G if and only if H contains a maximal induced matching of size no more than 2n − s.
Concluding remarks
Using the reduction in Section 2, we have shown that the recognition of k-equimatchable graphs is co-NP-complete, and that the problem of finding a minimum maximal distance-k matching in a graph is NP-hard for every fixed k ≥ 2. This extends the results of [1] from k = 2 to the case of an arbitrary k ≥ 2. It also implies that the problem of finding a minimum k-independent dominating set is NP-hard in line graphs.
In Section 3, we have shown that the class R k from [15] is an interesting subclass of the class of k-equipackable graphs, a natural extension of well-covered graphs. Applying this result to line graphs allows to show that every graph with equal maximum distance-k and distance-2k matching sizes is k-equimatchable. It is notable that belonging to R k for a strongly chordal graph is equivalent to having equal k-domination and k-packing numbers.
It is an open question whether there are any other k-equipackable strongly chordal graphs or whether this duality result can be extended to some larger class of graphs.
We have shown that the Distance-k Weighted Minimum Maximal Matching problem cannot be approximated in polynomial time in the class of chordal graphs within a factor of δ ln n, where n is the number of the input graph vertices, for some fixed constant δ and every fixed even k, unless P = NP (Section 4). It thus remains an open problem to obtain corresponding approximation bounds in chordal graphs for odd values of k.
The hardness result for the Minimum Maximal Induced Matching problem in large-girth planar graphs from Section 5 is obtained using a construction with the maximum vertex degree more than the number of the input graph vertices. It is thus interesting whether these results hold when the vertex degrees are limited. Further research might also concern the case of minimum maximal distance-k matchings in large-girth graphs for higher values of k.
